
VAULT 2 V1.0 MINI-ITX
EMPOWERING MINI-ITX SETUPS
WITH FULL-SIZED COMPONENT
SUPPORT AND REAL WOODEN
PANELS

CASE DIMENSIONS

PACKAGE DIMENSIONS

INCLUDED ACCESSORIES

FRONT I/O PANEL

WEIGHT WITH/WITHOUT PACKAGE

MOTHERBOARD SUPPORT

LEGACY DRIVE SUPPORT (ONLY WITH OPTIONAL HDD TRAY KIT)

COMPONENT SUPPORT

FAN SUPPORT

LIQUID COOLING SUPPORT

SCREW KIT, CABLE TIES AND METAL CABLE MANAGEMENT PANEL
HDD TRAY KIT AND DUST FILTER KIT ARE SOLD AS OPTIONAL ACCESSORY

1 x USB 3.1 TYPE-E 10GBPS TO TYPE-C, 1 x USB 3.0, 1 x COMBO AUDIO, POWER SWITCH WITH ALL-IN-ONE PIN
CONNECTOR

WIDTH x DEPTH x HEIGHT

MINI-ITX

WITH HDD TRAY KIT

REAR

AIO
120/240/360 MM RADIATOR
140/280 MM RADIATOR
PUMP PATTERN HOLE

1 x 360/280/240/140/120 MM
MAX (L) 413 MM, (W) 125 MM
MAX (L) 344 MM, (W) 145 MM
50 x 50 MM

MAX HEIGHT 195 MM
UP TO 3.0 SLOTS (65 MM) WIDE | MAX (L) 350 MM
UP TO 3.5 SLOTS (70.5 MM) WIDE | MAX (L) 340 MM
MAX HEIGHT 70 MM WITH 120/240/360 RADIATORS
MAX HEIGHT 50 MM WITH 140/280 MM RADIATORS
SFX SFX-L

CPU COOLER
GPU (WITH DUST FILTER)
GPU (WITHOUT DUST FILTER)
MEMORY
MEMORY
POWER SUPPLY

6.0 KG

WIDTH x DEPTH x HEIGHT 220 x 256 x 429 MM (23.4 L)

300 x 320 x 490 MM

5.0 KG

3 x 120 / 2 x 140 MM

3 x 2.5″ DRIVES OR UP TO
2 x 3.5″ DRIVES
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RECOMMENDED COOLING CONFIGURATION (AIR COOLING)

3 x 120 mm or 2 x 140 mm fans can be mounted to the rear. Recommended CPU cooler max height is 195 mm.

Vault 2 utilizes a negative air pressure setup for effective cooling. Installing the rear fans to blow hot air out is highly
recommended for optimal cooling. Due to the small case size and large front panel perforation, the case has a high airflow
rate keeping your components cooling in a small space. The cable management pillar can be attached to the bottom or

the top of the case to ease cable management.
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RECOMMENDED COOLING CONFIGURATION (LIQUID COOLING)

1 x 360/280/240/140/120 mm radiator can be mounted to the rear of the case.

The maximum length and width for 120/240/360 mm radiators are 413 mm (L) and 125 mm (W). Memory height is limited to 70 mm
when using 120/240/360 mm radiators.

The maximum length and width for 140/280 mm radiators are 344 mm (L) and 145 mm (W). Memory height is limited to 50 mm when
using 140/280 mm radiators.

Vault 2 utilizes a negative air pressure setup for effective cooling. Installing the rear fans to blow hot air out is
highly recommended for optimal cooling. Remember to mount your radiator tubes down for optimal flow. Ensure

your pump is not the highest point of your liquid cooling loop.



GPUs up to 3.0 slots (65 mm) wide and 350 mm tall are supported
using the dust filter kit. The dust filter kit plate is preinstalled and

can be removed for larger GPU support.

GPUs up to 3.5 slots (70.5 mm) wide and 340 mm tall are
supported, when mounting the GPU without a dust filter kit. Vault 2

has three physical PCI-E expansion slots reserved for the GPU.

GPU SUPPORT
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Standard SFX and SFX-L PSUs are supported. It is recommended
that you mount your PSU, so its fan air intake is toward the center

of the case.

CPU coolers up to 195 mm in height are supported.

CPU COOLER / PSU SUPPORT
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The HDD kit is mounted to the bottom of the case. The three
pictures illustrate how to mount your HDD kit. The dark-colored
holes are meant for 3.5" drives, and the light blue ones are for 2.5"
drives. The four holes indicated by the red color are designed to be
used when you mount your custom loop pump.

3.5" HDDs and 2.5" SSDs are only supported when using the HDD
kit (sold as an extra accessory).

The HDD kit comprises two parts. You need to use both parts when
mounting 3.5" drives.

2.5" drives can be mounted with a single HDD kit bracket if you
want to create more clearance

3 x 2.5" drives or up to 2 x 3.5" drives (depending on 3.5" drive
height) are supported when using the HDD kit.

DISK DRIVE SUPPORT / PUMP HOLE PATTERN
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Metallic side panels and the top wooden panel can be removed by
pulling them towards the user without using any tools.

The side panels are a mirror image of each other, meaning they are
not interchangeable—the up arrow and text help to indicate which
side panel belongs to which side of the case.

The front wood panel is removable once the metallic side panels
have been removed. The front panel is attached with four PZ1
screws.

REMOVING TOP / SIDE / FRONT PANELS
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CABLE PILLAR / CABLE MANAGEMENT PANEL
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The cable management pillar can be a moved to the top of the case
for more clearance. The pillar is attached by three counter-sunk PZ1
screws included with the case.

The cable management panel can be attached to the back of the
case to help with peripheral device cable management.



CHANGING CABLE ROUTING / SCREW KIT PART 1
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Motherboard I/O cable routing can be reversed by relocating the
USB panel and the top cover clips.

PZ1 M3x8 mm screws are used for motherboard mounting.

PZ1 M3x6 mm screws are used for GPU and SSD mounting.

PZ1 counter-sunk M3x6 mm screws are used for mounting the HDD
kit, custom loop pump, dust filter plate, and cable management
pillar.

PH2 UNC 6-32x6.4 mm screws are used for mounting 3.5" drives
to the HDD kit (included with the optional HDD tray kit).



CHANGING CABLE ROUTING PART 2
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Start by removing the wooden top cover by pulling it up. You can push the plastic clips out with a flat object. Push the clips out one side at a
time. The USB panel and its acrylic halo plate are held in place with two PH2 screws. Loosen the screws to release the panel and the halo

plate.

Clip in the plastic clips to the opposite side of the case. Attach the
USB panel to the bottom of the case the same way it was originally
installed, and flip the case over. Ensure you orientate the USB panel
cables towards the case interior for better cable clearance. Lastly,
place the rubber feet at the bottom of the case.


